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Directed by Steve Oedekerk, and written by Johnny Jacobs, it was produced by Warner Bros. Pictures and Warner Bros. Animation and distributed by Warner Bros. Pictures. The film features the voice talents of Bruce Greenwood as Tom, and David Oxenreid as Jerry. Set in 1930s Hollywood, the film is loosely based on Columbia Pictures' Tom and Jerry theatrical cartoons created by William "Bill" Hanna and Joseph Barbera in
1933–1945. Like the original cartoons, the film stars Tom, who is portrayed as a "golden-hearted" male mouse, and Jerry, who is a "fast-moving, nimble, blue-coated alley cat". The film's storyline is narrated in a 1940s-styled narration (similar to the first two theatrical shorts of the characters) by veteran radio actor Bruce Y. Owen, and his stylized voice is provided by Stuart Pankin. The film was theatrically released on October 3, 2005,
and received mixed reviews from critics and fans, who mostly praised the film's humor and the chemistry between the two protagonists but criticized its overall story. A DVD and Blu-ray release of the film was made available on November 22, 2005. The film was released theatrically in North America on October 3, 2005, and earned $44.3 million at the box office. The DVD version earned $22.7 million. Plot The film opens with Tom
and Jerry watching a silent film starring Tom. He begins to sneak out of the screen, then spies Jerry. They set off to their respective homes, while a narrator relates the story of their animated origins. Tom's wife, Lilly, and their young son, Joey, want Tom to go to a sound film screening to show his son the story of the Three Little Pigs. But after Tom unsuccessfully tries to find the required tickets, Jerry steals them. Tom and Lilly arrive
at the movie theater to find that it is closed for repairs. Jerry enters, takes the tickets and leaves without paying. After a long chase, Tom catches up with Jerry, who has been taken hostage by a gang of bank robbers. Tom beats up the robbers, and they drag him away. He follows them to the sewers, but is attacked by a giant snake and a police officer. While he is knocked out, he is captured, tied up and placed in a cramped cell. The bigmouthed prison guard asks why Tom is in jail.
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February 16, 2020 - Tom and Jerry compete in "Super Race", an extreme reality show in which contestants compete in ATV races around the world to . Tom and Jerry take part in "Super Race", an extreme reality show in which the contestants compete in ATV races around the world to win a cash prize. They act as racers who have to cross obstacles while other team members help them drive the all-terrain vehicle. They also participate
in various contests to earn extra money. Tom and Jerry first appear in "Super Race!" on fffad4f19a
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